We examine photonic crystals ͑PhC͒ made of periodic stacks of anisotropic dielectric layers with a split band edge ͑SBE͒ on the band diagram. Just below the band edge frequency, the dispersion relation ͑k͒ of SBE PhCs can be approximated as a linear combination of a quadratic term and a quartic term. This is in contrast to regular ͑conventional͒ band edge PhCs, which produce a quadratic dispersion relation, and to degenerate band edge ͑DBE͒ PhCs, which produce a quartic dispersion relation. Finite-size DBE PhCs and SBE PhCs are of interest because they both can support slow-wave Fabry-Perot resonances with very good transmittance. One of the most significant differences between DBE and SBE is that the transmittance of the former depends on the incident wave polarization whereas in the latter it does not. In this work, we investigate the transmittance behavior of SBE PhCs and perform a sensitivity analysis of their responses against geometrical and/or material perturbations. Dielectric losses, thickness perturbations, and misalignment angle perturbations are considered. The analysis uses a full-wave numerical technique for transient Maxwell's equations in inhomogeneous anisotropic media based on a complex-envelope alternating-direction-implicit finite-difference time-domain. A comparison is also made between the sensitivity of the SBE PhCs response versus that of DBE PhCs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Periodic metamaterials in which the dispersion relation ͑k͒ can be tailored by a judicious choice of geometry and constitutive parameters ͓1-11͔ have great potential for applications at rf, microwave, and optical frequency ranges ͓12-17͔. For example, one-dimensional photonic crystals ͑PhCs͒ with unit cells composed of ferromagnetic materials and misaligned anisotropic dielectric layers can yield an asymmetric dispersion diagram with a stationary inflection point ͑SIP͒ ͓2͔. At the SIP frequency, electromagnetic waves propagate with a vanishing group velocity, leading to frozen modes and gigantic field intensity enhancement ͓2,6,17͔. Similarly, PhCs made up of one isotropic layer and two misaligned anisotropic dielectric layers in each period can yield a degenerate band edge ͑DBE͒ ͓4,5,8,10͔ on the band diagram with a quartic ͑hence, flatter͒ dispersion relation just below the band-edge frequency BE . Finite-size DBE PhCs also yield good transmittance and a dramatic increase in the field intensity due to a different reason: the interplay of vanishing group velocity near BE and good transmittance at the Fabry-Perot resonances close to it.
The transmittance of DBE PhCs, however, depends on the polarization of the incident wave. DBE PhCs support a reciprocal pair of propagating Bloch modes and a reciprocal pair of evanescent Bloch modes in vicinity of BE . Therefore, only one ͑elliptical͒ polarization component of incident waves is matched to propagating ͑real wave number͒ modes and well coupled into the DBE PhCs. The other ͑elliptical͒ polarization component is only matched to evanescent ͑imaginary wave number͒ modes and reflected back. To circumvent this problem while maintaining slow-wave FabryPerot resonances, new dispersion-engineered periodic stacks-refereed to as split band edge ͑SBE͒ PhCs-have been recently proposed ͓11͔. The unit cell of SBE PhCs can be configured in the same fashion as that of DBE PhCs, viz. one isotropic layer and two misaligned anisotropic dielectric layers. The dispersion relation ͑k͒ in SBE PhCs is approximated by a sum of a quadratic term and a quartic term. In vicinity of the SBE frequency, all four ͑two reciprocal pairs͒ Bloch modes are propagating and thus good impedance matching ͑transmittance͒ is possible regardless of polarization of incident waves ͓11͔. In addition, for a given number of cells, it has been shown that SBE PhCs can produce stronger resonant transmissions than DBE PhCs ͓18͔.
In this work, we examine the behavior of the transmittance and field enhancement effects in SBE PhCs as a function of the incident wave polarization and contrast it against the DBE PhC performance. In addition, we perform a sensitivity analysis of SBE PhC responses with respect to geometrical and material perturbations. Since the periodicity is broken in those cases, full-wave numerical techniques for solving Maxwell's equations in general anisotropic media are necessary. In particular, we adopt a complex-envelope ͑CE͒ alternating-direction-implicit ͑ADI͒ finite-difference timedomain ͑FDTD͒ method ͓9,19,20͔ for the analysis of SBE PhCs. We have previously demonstrated the accuracy and computational suitability of the CE-ADI-FDTD algorithm for the analysis of DBE PhCs ͓10͔. Because rapid field variations inside DBE or SBE PhCs require highly refined grids, two characteristics of the CE-ADI-FDTD in particular make it the ideal candidate for the present full-wave analysis and allow the sensitivity analysis to become practical: ͑i͒ its unconditional stability that allows for larger time steps not bounded by the Courant limit and ͑ii͒ its very low griddispersion error near to the carrier frequency that allows accurate results to be obtained using Courant numbers beyond * jung.166@osu.edu 100. Further details on the CE-ADI-FDTD algorithm can be found in the Appendix of Ref.
͓10͔.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we design a SBE PhC by modifying a DBE PhC so that the misalignment angle between two anisotropic layers is changed while other parameters remain fixed. This leads to a fair comparison of sensitivities between the SBE PhC and the DBE PhC since material and geometrical properties are similar. Numerical results comparing the performance of the SBE PhC and the performance of the DBE PhC under various incident wave polarizations are presented in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, a sensitivity analysis of SBE PhC responses against dielectric losses is carried out. In addition, the effect of layer thickness variations, misalignment angle variations, and their interplay is considered, with a further comparison against the DBE PhC also made. Concluding remarks are provided in Sec. V.
II. DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS OF SBE PHOTONIC CRYSTALS
Just below BE , the dispersion curve of the SBE is approximated as ͓11͔ so that its dispersion curve has both concave and convex regions. In addition, the dispersion curve should satisfy the following ͑proximity͒ condition:
The above is required for gigantic field intensity enhancement as present in DBE PhCs ͑a =0͒. We consider periodic stacks composed of three layers in the unit cell: one anisotropic layer ͑A1 layer͒, one isotropic layer ͑B layer͒, and a second anisotropic layer ͑A2 layer͒, in this sequence. For simplicity, we assume that the B layer is air. The dispersion relation can be tailored in order to support the SBE or the DBE by adjusting geometrical and material properties in the unit cell. The permittivity tensor of the A layers with anisotropy in the xy plane can be expressed as
where ␦ A is the magnitude of in-plane anisotropy and A is the orientation angle of the principal axis of the permittivity tensor in the xy plane. For the design of a SBE PhC, we modify the DBE PhC considered in Ref. We modify the above PhC by changing A2 while keeping the other parameters fixed ͓21͔. As shown in Fig. 1 , a decrease in A2 develops a SBE in the dispersion curve ͓22͔. We consider two cases: A2 = 15°and A2 = 35°. The dispersion curves of these cases can be fitted to the relation in Eq. ͑1͒. From a curve fit, we have a = 0.2486 and b = −0.1635 for the former and a = 0.0899 and b = −0.2163 for the latter. Although both PhCs satisfy the condition in Eq. ͑2͒, the latter satisfies the DBE proximity condition in Eq. ͑3͒, but the former does not. Hence, we consider A2 = 35°in what follows. We note that there is a tradeoff between the DBE proximity condition and the SBE frequency range ͑i.e., the frequency range in which all four Bloch modes propagate͒. As a dispersion curve deviates from the DBE ͑in this study: as A2 decreases͒, it yields a wider SBE frequency range but with more deviation from the proximity condition.
In general, the impedance mismatch is worsened as the frequency of operation approaches BE for a semi-infinite periodic stack ͓8,10͔. As mentioned before, good matching ͑transmittance͒ can be achieved by exploiting Fabry-Perot resonances associated with finite-size periodic stacks. As the number N of unit cells increases, the Fabry-Perot resonance frequencies move closer to the band edge frequency and thus electromagnetic waves can propagate extremely slowly inside the crystal while maintaining good transmittance ͓8,10͔. For DBE PhCs, the choice of N may be arbitrary once all other application-specific criteria ͑overall physical size, operating frequency, quality factor Q, etc.͒ are attained. For SBE PhCs, however, N should be judiciously chosen so that SBE PhCs operate at the double SBE resonance condition, viz. the condition for two cavity resonances ͑associated with two reciprocal pairs of propagating Bloch modes͒ occurring at the same ͑or nearly the same͒ frequency, as pointed out in Ref. ͓11͔ . Numerical examples will be provided in the next section to illustrate this point. 
III. POLARIZATION DEPENDENCE
We illustrate the transmittance of the SBE PhC versus N under various incident wave polarizations. As shown in Fig.  2 , the SBE PhC with N = 11 leads to the polarizationindependent perfect transmittance at the Fabry-Perot resonance, implying that the double SBE resonance condition is satisfied. Hence, any incident wave regardless of the polarization can be perfectly coupled into the SBE PhC with N = 11 at the Fabry-Perot resonance. By comparison, we illustrate the effect of polarization on transmittance in the DBE PhC with N = 11 in Fig. 3 . Transmittance of the DBE PhC is highly dependent on polarization. The incident wave with y polarization is mostly coupled into the DBE PhC but the incident wave with x polarization is mostly reflected back. In fact, this polarization dependence exists for DBE PhCs with any N.
Next, we examine the field intensity inside the SBE PhC with N = 11 at the Fabry-Perot resonance under the same polarization as considered previously. Figure 4 shows the steady-state time-averaged field intensity ͉E͉ 2 inside the SBE PhC when the incident wave has unit amplitude. The SBE PhC produces gigantic field enhancement for all polarizations, although the magnitude of field intensity depends on the particular polarization. The field intensity distribution inside the SBE PhC results from the field due to two pairs of propagating Bloch modes. Each propagating pair is matched to each polarization but their group velocities ͑hence, the field enhancement effects͒ are different. The relative contribution of each Bloch mode is dictated by the incident wave polarization and thus the Q of the SBE PhC depends on the incident wave polarization ͓see Fig. 2͑b͔͒ . This explains why the field intensity depends on the polarization in spite of the polarization-independent perfect transmittance. By comparison, the DBE PhC with N = 11 is also considered in Fig. 5 . The field intensity inside the DBE PhC under x polarization is very small, since a large portion of incident wave is not coupled into the PhC but reflected back. However, a dramatic increase in field intensity is observed for y polarization due to good transmittance in that case.
IV. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Next, we illustrate the sensitivity of SBE PhC responses against material and geometrical perturbations. The field intensity enhancement effects under y polarization are investigated and a contrast between SBE and DBE PhC responses is made. We consider four different perturbations: ͑i͒ dielectric losses, ͑ii͒ layer thickness perturbations, ͑iii͒ misalignment angle perturbations, and ͑iv͒ simultaneous perturbations on layer thickness and misalignment angle.
A. Dielectric losses
We investigate the variation on the field intensity distribution inside the SBE PhC when dielectric losses are present in the anisotropic layers. Figure 6 and 7 show the steadystate time-averaged ͉E͉ 2 inside the SBE PhC with N = 11 and the DBE PhC with N = 11, respectively. Note the order of magnitude difference in the dielectric losses considered in these two figures ͑see the indicated loss tangents͒. The effect of losses on the field intensity is more pronounced for the SBE PhC than the DBE PhC, while the absolute intensity enhancements in the SBE PhC are still higher than in the DBE PhC when the loss tangent is below 10 −4 . The relative field distribution in the SBE PhC changes as the loss tangent increases. On the other hand, the relative field distribution in the DBE PhC is mostly preserved, despite the decrease in magnitude. The change in the relative field distribution of the SBE PhC follows from the fact that the sensitivities of the two reciprocal Bloch mode pairs against dielectric losses are different. As alluded before, SBE PhC responses result from a superposition of ͑quadratic dispersion͒ RBE-and ͑quartic dispersion͒ DBE-related responses. As pointed out in Ref. ͓10͔, RBE responses are more robust than DBE responses against losses. Therefore, for SBE PhCs with higher losses, the RBE contribution becomes progressively more dominant, which alters the relative field distribution. Figure 8 shows the peak value of ͉E͉ 2 inside PhCs with losses. The DBE PhC with N = 15 is also included in this case, since this DBE PhC yields field enhancement effects similar to the considered SBE PhC when lossless. Comparing the SBE PhC N = 11 and the DBE PhC N = 15 results, dielectric losses show stronger influence on SBE than DBE responses for low loss, but the reverse is true for high loss.
B. Layer thickness perturbations
In this section, we examine the effect of layer thickness perturbations on PhC responses. For this purpose, we first assume the thickness of each cell to be an independent Gaussian random variable, centered on the nominal thickness. This kind of perturbation is expected from manufacturing tolerances during fabrication. The results for the peak value of ͉E͉ 2 inside the PhCs are shown in Fig. 9 . For each variance, an ensemble with 12 realizations is considered and the average result is taken. As the deviation in the layer thickness increases, the field intensity in the PhCs progressively decreases, as expected.
Next, the thickness of all cells is perturbed uniformly ͑systematic perturbation͒. This kind of perturbation is expected from calibration tolerances during fabrication. Figure  10 shows the peak value of ͉E͉ 2 inside PhCs with perturbed layer thicknesses. It is seen that small variations in the layer thickness have a stronger impact on the SBE PhC performance than the DBE PhC performance. However, a more pronounced effect is observed on DBE than SBE for large perturbations. When the layer thickness is perturbed by 0.1%, the SBE PhC produces greater field intensity enhancement than either of the DBE PhCs considered ͑N =11,15͒. Field enhancement effects, however, are not observed for PhCs with above 1% error in the layer thickness because almost no incident power is coupled into the PhC in this case. Comparing Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , we also observe that systematic perturbations on the layer thickness have a more pronounced effect on PhC responses than random perturbations.
We evaluate the transmittance versus layer thickness perturbations in Fig. 11 . As the layer thickness is perturbed, the resonance frequency is shifted to lower frequencies, leading to a poor impedance matching at the original operating frequency ͑resonance͒. From Fig. 11 we note that for 0.1% perturbation, ϳ 0.5 for the SBE PhC with N = 11, ϳ 0.1 for the DBE PhC with N = 11, and ϳ 0 the DBE PhC with N = 15. For large perturbations ͑above 1%͒, however, none of the PhCs provide good matching. Hence, the enhancement in the field intensity is not observed for the 0.5% or 1% perturbations, as illustrated in Fig. 10 .
C. Misalignment angle perturbations
To illustrate the effect of orientation misalignments of the A layers, we randomly perturb the orientation angles of A layers. The misalignment angles are treated as independent Gaussian random variables. For each variance, an ensemble with 12 realizations is again used. Table I summarizes the peak value of ͉E͉ 2 inside PhCs under such perturbations. We note that the SBE PhC with N = 11 yields more field enhancement effects than DBE PhCs for the perturbations considered. For the SBE PhC with N = 11 and the DBE PhC with N = 15, the field intensity drops quickly under for 0.25°stan-dard deviation in the misalignment angle but decreases more gradually under higher deviations. The DBE, N = 11 results are considerably less sensitive to angle perturbations than the DBE, N = 15 results. 
D. Interplay of layer thickness and misalignment angle perturbations
Finally, we assess the sensitivity of SBE PhC responses to simultaneous perturbations on the layer thickness and misalignment angle. We assume both layer thickness and misalignment angle to be an independent ͑each͒ Gaussian random variable centered on the nominal values. Figure 12 shows the peak value of ͉E͉ 2 inside the SBE PhC with N = 11 under thickness and misalignment angle perturbations. By comparison, we also include SBE PhC responses for misalignment angle perturbations only. For standard deviations above 0.25°, the effect of misalignment angle errors dominates the overall degradation in response, for the layer perturbations considered.
V. CONCLUSION
We have examined the transmittance behavior and field enhancement effects in finite-size periodic stacks of anisotropic layers with SBE characteristics supporting slow-wave Fabry-Perot resonances. We have contrasted the response of PhCs with polarization-independent perfect transmittance, viz. SBE PhCs, with that of DBE PhCs. A sensitivity analysis was carried out to examine the effect of geometrical and material parameters, and the impact of these perturbations on SBE and DBE PhC responses was illustrated. In particular, we have examined the sensitivity of PhC responses to dielectric losses, layer thickness perturbations, and misalignment angle perturbations ͑the latter two both in isolation and combined͒. As expected, all above imperfections lead to a decrease in field intensity enhancement effects, for both SBE and DBE PhCs. The effect of small perturbations is in general more pronounced for SBE PhCs than for DBE PhCs, while the opposite is true for larger perturbations. For the perturbation ranges considered, it has been observed that the SBE PhC responses are more sensitive to misalignment angle perturbations than layer thickness perturbations when those are considered simultaneously. Table I results.
